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Abstract
The essence of macroscopic shear band phenomena is the cumulative cooperation of granular scale particle rearrangements. 
In this work, we report an experimental study to present the granular scale properties as the shear band is generated in a 
confined granular material with soft boundaries. The photoelastic experimental technique is applied to illuminate the force 
chain network in our experiments. Particle scale stresses are extracted from the photoelastic response. Meanwhile, other 
particle scale performances like displacements and rotation are also detected. According to the distribution of particle scale 
volumetric strain, the shear band region and the state of bifurcation are well defined. We find that pressure inside of each 
particle does not have a clear correlation with the shear band region. Conversely, the local density variation and particle 
rotation have strong correlation with the shear band region.
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1 Introduction

Granular materials are ubiquitous in nature and also one of 
the most prevalent materials in industry which have attracted 
much scientific attention recently [1–5]. Granular materials 
can flow as liquids and behave as solids [6–10]. The stabil-
ity of the granular materials is one of the most important 

problems that attract interest from scientists and engineers. 
The failure of geogranular materials can induce natural haz-
ards like landslides and avalanches [11, 12] which have been 
widely reported [3, 13]. The deformations within granular 
materials under external loading are mostly concentrated 
in shear bands [14], where the granular failure is usually 
located.

In the past few decades, tremendous theoretical, numeri-
cal, and experimental works have been reported on the 
fundamental mechanisms of granular localized failure [1, 
15–19]. Zheng and Li [20] proposed a phenomenological 
theory to model shear banding, shear band propagation, and 
branching on mesoscopic scales by using the Ginzburg–Lan-
dau formalism. The model is able to capture shear localiza-
tion (banding), shear band propagation and branching, and 
crack propagation and its velocity in the deformation pro-
cess. Zhao and Li [21] developed a constitutive theory on 
deviation of shear band inclination angles in bulk metallic 
glasses which is based mainly on the Drucker–Prager model 
and a free-volume theory. Du Bernard et al. [13] reported 
the localized increase in porosity or dilation in shear band 
for poorly consolidated sand based on their experimental 
study. Borja et al. [22] conducted a plane strain compression 
test on a rectangular sand specimen combining with X-ray 
Computed Tomography (CT) technique, and found that spa-
tial density variation could be a determining factor for the 
selection of the persistent shear band in a symmetrically 
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loaded localizing sand body. However, most of the previ-
ous works focused on the macroscopic performances in the 
shear band region during the granular deformation process. 
At this point, there is relatively little experimental work that 
directly address the connections among the granular scale 
performances in the shear band region. The goal of the pre-
sent work is to gain a preliminary understanding the correla-
tion of these granular scale parameters in the deformation 
process.

In this work, a uniaxial compression experiment is con-
ducted on a pressure confined two-dimensional granular 
system based on the photoelastic technique. The photoelas-
tic experimental method allows tracking individual granu-
lar force information in the shear band generating process 
[23–25] . We define shear band regions based on the distri-
bution of particle scale volumetric strain. Meanwhile, the 
local density, granular rotation, and individual particle pres-
sure information are presented to reveal the granular scale 
performances in the shear band regions.

2  Experimental protocol

We applied the photoelastic technique in our experiments, 
which has proved to as a effective experimental method in 
granular materials research [7, 25–27]. The photoelastic 
response is based on the birefringence properties of dou-
ble refractive index (DRI) materials. However, in otherwise 
optically isotropic materials, the external load can also cause 
stress induced birefringence. There is a linear constitutive 
equation to relate the local stress to the birefringence (Eq. 1) 
which can be used to compute the local stress inside the 
material.

where n1 and n2 are the principle indices of refraction coin-
ciding with the principal stress directions, C is the stress-
optic coefficient, and �1 and �2 are the eigenvalues of the 
stress tensor.

The experimental apparatus, as sketched in Fig. 1a, con-
sists of a W × L = 200 × 395 mm2 compression cell confined 
by two strings and two rigid walls. The granular sample, 
which is a mixture of 1357 bidisperse (1019 small and 338 
large) two-dimensional photoelastic disks. We avoid the 
crystal packing by well mixing the bidisperse particles in the 
compression cell. The diameters of big and small particles 
are 8.76 mm and 7.44 mm, respectively. The initial packing 
fraction ( �ini ) is approximately 81.86%. The confining pres-
sure of the granular sample in our experiments can be tuned 
by the string tension. The data presented in this work is col-
lected by hanging 580 g weight to provide the confining 
pressure. One of the rigid walls is fixed, while the other one 
is driven by a stepper motor to compress the granular sample 

(1)n1 − n2 = C(�1 − �2)

quasi-statically. Each step has magnitude Δ = 1 mm, which 
is corresponding to � =

Δ

L
≈ 0.25% strain. After each step, 

the system can be illuminated by the circularly polarized 
white light from below or by ultraviolet (UV) lights from 
above. The patterns of the granular sample illuminated by 
different light sources can be recorded by a high-resolution 
camera (Canon EOS 70D, 5472 × 3648px2).

We take three pictures for each compression step. The 
first one is taken while the granular sample is illuminated 
by the white light (Fig. 1b), which is called the white light 
image. The spatial location of each particle can be located 
based on the white light image. When the white light is 
turned off with the UV light on, the camera can take an 
image like Fig. 1c. Because we marked a small UV-fluores-
cent ink bar on the surface of each photoelastic particle, only 
the UV bars are illuminated by the UV light. Hence, each 
particle orientation can be detected from these UV bars. 
The polarized image is taken with another movable circular 
polarizer in front of the camera, as shown in Fig. 1d. The 
photoelastic response of the granular sample can be visual-
ized while particles have force contacts with their neigh-
bours. The bearing pressure, P, of each particle can be cal-
culated from the squared intensity gradient by the polarized 
image. The pressure P ∝ G2 =< |∇I|2 > [23–25], where I 
is the intensity of the polarizer image, and G2 indicates the 
average gradient squared of intensity over the whole particle 
region. We repeat the experiments five times to collect data, 
which presents similar shear band profiles. Here, we choose 
one of the trials to discuss the granular scale response in the 
shear band region.

Fig. 1  (Color online) a 3D schematic of the experimental apparatus. 
A moving-wall compresses (indicated by the arrows) bidisperse pho-
toelastic particles by 1 mm steps. The confining pressure is provided 
by two strings, which can be adjusted by the hinging weight through 
two pulling. Each particle is marked a UV-fluorescent ink bar on the 
top surface, which can be used to tracking particle orientation at each 
step. At each step, the system is imaged in white light without polar-
izer, b to locate the particle position, in UV light, c to tracking the 
particle orientation, and with polarizer, d to calculate the force infor-
mation
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3  Results and discussions

3.1  Shear band region

Associated with any affine displacement or deformation 
in a local region, the non-affine motion is considered as 
the part which leads to irreversibility or plasticity—the 
shear band generation [2]. The spatial density variation is 
usually accompanied by shear band generation. Falk and 
Langer [28] fitted local granular motion occurring over a 
time �t to an affine motion. They defined a mean square 
difference between the actual distances from the neighbor 
particles to the central particle and the ones as if particles 
followed a certain strain field, D2(t, �t) , while the local 
uniform strain tensor, �ij , can be calculated by minimizing 
D2(t, �t) , which is referred to as D2

min
 . More details about 

how to calculate the local uniform strain tensor, �ij , and 
D2

min
 can refer to [28]. Meanwhile, volumetric strain, �v , is 

extracted from �ij and is an important parameter to present 
the granular scale density variation during compression. 
Beside the local large shear strain region, the emergence 
of local low density region is another essential signal for 
detecting the shear band. Many X-ray experiments on sand 
indicate that the shear band is the percolation of the local 
low density region [29, 30]. Hence, we choose �v for defin-
ing shear band, which also has a strong correlation to the 
local shear strain, �.

Figure 2a shows the probability distribution function 
PDF(�v ) of each shear step; the color map indicates the 
shear strain ( � is from 0 to 10.89%). The volumetric strain 
of each particle indicates the local density changing during 
shear. Positive values of �v mean dilation, while negative 
values indicate compression. The PDFs of �v are similar to 
Gaussian distribution with the peaks are nearly 0 at small 
shear strain steps. The peak of PDF(�v ) shifts to nega-
tive value as the shear strain increases, but the tail of the 
distribution function become longer. The peak position of 
PDF(�v ) fluctuates around − 0.015 when the shear strain 
increases beyond approximately 5% (inset of Fig. 2a), 
which indicates that local dilation of granular system 
starts at � = 5% . The average of volumetric strain, ⟨�v⟩ , as 
a function of strain (Fig. 2b) shows that the slope of ⟨�v⟩ 
versus � curve turns to positive from negative, which also 
indicates the system starts to dilate locally as the strain 
increases beyond 5%. However, the variation of global 
packing fraction with the strain (Inset of Fig. 2b) does 
not follow the same trend as ⟨�v⟩ . One would expect local 
� to increase when � is negative. However, Fig. 2b-inset 
shows that the global � decreases to a value smaller than 
that at the beginning after the strain is more than 4%, when 
� is still negative. This can be understood as a result of 
having a higher pressure than that at strain 0. In addition, 

this observation, together with the main part of Fig. 2b, 
suggest a highly local region of dilation when shear band 
occurs.

The initial packing fraction of the granular sample is less 
than the isotropic jamming packing fraction. Hence, the 
average of �v is negative immediately, caused by the com-
pression at the first couple of steps of shearing. However, the 
average of �v increases as the shear strain increases due to 
the Reynolds dilation [31, 32], which also can be considered 
as the moment when the shear band is starting to develop. 
The changing of average of �v which is calculated at the 
granular scale is consistent with the microscopic volume 
changing of classic triaxial tests in soil mechanics studies 
[33, 34].

The PDF(�v ) at the maximum shear strain in this experi-
ment is shown in Fig. 2c, which is the final state of this 
experiment. Comparing with initial symmetric PDF(�v ), an 
asymmetric tail on the right side of the distribution shows up 
because of particle scale dilation during shear. The distribu-
tion no longer well follow a Gaussian distribution, which 
could be fitted better with a non-Gaussian distribution. How-
ever, we assume the asymmetric tail is actually the dilating 
particles in the shear band region. Hence, we fit the PDF(�v ) 
by the Gaussian distribution function here, which is the solid 
pink curve in Fig. 2c, and pick the dilating particles to define 
the shear band region in this granular system. The Gaussian 
fitting was performed by Nonlinear least squares method. 

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2  (Color online) a The probability distribution function PDF(�
v
 ) 

for each shear step from � = 0% to 10.89%. Inset: the peak position 
of PDF(�

v
 ) as a function of shear strain, � . b the average of volumet-

ric strain, ⟨�
v
⟩ , as a function of � . Inset: the global volume fraction 

versus � . c The PDF(�
v
 ) at � = 10.89% and the Gaussian distribu-

tion function fitting curve. Inset: complementary cumulative distri-
bution function as a function of �

v
 . d The shear band region defined 

at � = 10.89% by the PDF(�
v
 ); red particles are the particle in the 

defined shear band region
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In practice, we choose the half width ( � = 0.015 ± 0.001 ) 
as the cutoff for identifying particles within the shear band. 
Figure 2d shows the spatial distribution of the particles in 
the shear band region which is defined by the tail of Gauss-
ian distribution. The particles in the shear band region are 
plotted in red, while not are plotted in blue. A clear � shape 
region with approximately 5–7 particle diameters width [35] 
can be observed from Fig. 2d, which is connected by the red 
particles. Many researchers have reported this � geometry 
shear band region in previous work on granular and soil 
triaxial experiments [3, 36, 37]. Hence, we believe the shear 
band definition based on the �v distribution is robust. From 
Fig. 2d, we can find some gaps in the shear band region, 
which represent the low-local packing fraction caused by �v 
dilation. In the following section, the local density variation 
will be discussed in detail.

3.2  Local force and density variation

One of the advantages of the photoelastic technique is that 
we can extract particle scale forces from the polarized image 
[23–25]. Figure 3a–d show local force and density variation 
at different shear strains. The diameter of each particle indi-
cates the pressure inside of the particle and the force chain 
network inside of the granular system. Red circles represent 
particles in the shear band region, and blue circles represent 
particles outside of the shear band region. The pressure of 
particles in the shear band region is not necessarily higher 
or lower than the particle pressures outside of shear band 
region. Thus, we do not observe a clear correlation between 
the particle pressure and shear band region here. The strong 
force chains usually coincide with the compression direction 

as shown in Fig. 3a–d, however, the shear band does not nec-
essarily form along the compression direction. This might be 
the reason why there is no clear correlation observed here.

Conversely, the local density variation should have strong 
correlation with the shear band. The spatial density vari-
ation of a granular system can be calculated based on the 
coarse-grained method, which has been introduced in detail 
by Zhang et al. [38] and Clark et al. [39]. The coarse-grained 
density maps of the granular system at different shear strains 
are shown in Fig. 3a–d. A low density region is created at 
� = 5.06% , which indicates the shear band starts to develop. 
This is consistent with the average �v signal (Fig.  2b). 
The local low density regions increase as the shear strain 
increases and connect together as the shear band region.

The Voronoi Diagram is applied to quantitatively analyze 
the particle scale density [40, 41]. The scale density can be 
defined as:

where ri is the radius of the particle i, and Vi is the area of the 
corresponding Voronoi cell. Figure 3e shows the probability 
distribution function of local packing fraction PDF(� ) for 
the different shear strain, � = 0% to 10.89% . Here, we did 
not take the boundary particle into account to calculate the 
particle scale � distribution due to the abnormal Voronoi 
cell area. The peak position of PDF(� ) is always near the 
isotropic jamming point, �J ≈ 84% . The width of the dis-
tribution increases as the shear strain increases, because the 
system is dilating as the shear band develops. This shear 
induced low particle scale density can also be observed from 
the complementary cumulative distribution function (Inset 
of Fig. 3b). We can see here that the shear band development 
is highly correlated with the particle scale density variation.

3.3  Particle rotation

Circular particles can rotate in a frictional granular system. 
In our system, the orientation of each particle can be tracked 
based on the UV ink on the surface of each particle, that 
can be illuminated by UV light. The difference of the par-
ticle orientations at different compression steps is defined 
as the particle rotation compared with the initial orienta-
tions. Figure 4 shows the particle rotation at different shear 
strain, where the particle position is marked as circles with 
the diameter indicating the magnitude of rotation compared 
with the initial state. Red circles represent shear band region 
particles, and blue circles represent particles that are not 
in the shear band region. The particles with high rotation 
magnitude are mostly located in the shear band region or 

(2)�i =
�r2

i

Vi

Fig. 3  (Color online) a–d The coarse grained density of the granu-
lar system at the different shear strain, � = 2.53%, 5.06%, 7.59% and 
10.89%, respectively. The red and blue circles indicate the position of 
each particle; red particles are in the shear band region, and blue par-
ticles are not in the shear band region. The diameter of the circle indi-
cates the bearing pressure of the particle (Arbitrary Unit), which is 
calculated from the photoelastic response of the particle in the polar-
ized light field. e The probability distribution function of Voronoi cell 
fraction. The color map indicates the shear strain, which is from 0% 
to 10.89%. Inset: the cumulative distribution of Voronoi cell fraction
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the boundary of the shear band region. The particle rotations 
show high correlation to the region of the shear band.

4  Conclusions

In this work, we study the particle scale performance in a 
granular shear band region by using 2D photoelastic par-
ticles. We first extract the shear band region based on the 
PDF(�v ). The photoelastic technique allows for the direct 
extraction of particle scale force information in the granular 
system. We find that there is no clear correlation between the 
particle pressures and the location of shear band region. On 
the other hand, the spatial density variation in the granular 
sample has a strong correlation with the shear band region. 
The low-density spots are usually in the shear band region. 
Moreover, the particles with high rotation magnitude are 
always located in the shear band region.
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